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All books and authors mentioned (those discussed for >20 seconds in bold): 
 
P. L Travers, Mary Poppins 
John Bunyan 
Anthony Trollope 
J.R R Tolkein, The Hobbit 
Robert Graves, I, Claudius 
Carl Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections 
Sigmund Freud  
Bunty 
Judy 
The Four Marys 
Superman 
Batman 
Spiderman 
Supergirl 
Anthony Buckeridge, Jennings series 
Enid Blyton 
Frank Richards, Billy Bunter series 
Marcus Morris, Eagle series 
Roy of the Rovers 
Flann O’Brien 
Robert Tressell, The Ragged Trousered Philanthropist 



Tony Benn, Arguments for Socialism 
Dominic Sandbrook 
Charlotte Brontë,  Jane Eyre 
Emily Brontë ,Wuthering Heights 
Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol 
W Somerset Maugham , The Painted Veil 
W Somerset Maugham, The Verger 
Ernest Hemingway 
Alison Wassell 
Anthony Trollope 
George Eliot 
William Makepeace Thackeray, The History of Pendennis 
Jane Austen, Emma 
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice 
Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility 
William Shakespeare, Henry IV 
Richard Ford, Canada 
Dylan Thomas 
Cormac McCarthy, The Road 
Joseph Conrad, The Secret Agent 
Jean-Paul Sartre, Nausea 
Hilary Mantel, Wolf Hall 
James Joyce, Ulysses 
Terry Pratchett 
Ian McEwan, First Love Last Rites 
Martin Amis, The Rachel Papers 
Ian McEwan, The Children Act 
John Buchan, The 39 Steps 
John Buchan, Greenmantle 
Robert Louis Stevenson, Kidnapped 
J. Meade Falkner, Moonfleet 
William Hope Hodgson, The House on the Borderland 
Colin Wilson, The Outsider 
The Pan Book of Horror series 
Roald Dahl, Tales of the Unexpected 
Russell Thorndike, Doctor Syn series 
Baroness Emma Orczy 
Alexander Dumas, The Three Musketeers 
Desmond Morris, The Naked Ape 
Mikhail Bulgakov, The Master and the Margarita 
George Eliot, Adam Bede 
Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D’urbervilles 
George Eliot, Middlemarch 
Ivan Turgenev, Father and Sons 

 

[02:29:55] Session Two: 10 March 2015 
 
00:00:00 Kevin Clancy [KC] lived in Balham for over twenty years in different houses, Brixton 

before that and Hackney in the early 1980s. Comments that he studied at the 
University of East Anglia. Mentions that he moved from Birmingham. Comments that 
London is a strange place: full of little villages. Discussion about living in Brixton: 
unsafe area, mugged, regularly burgled but an area people were still fond of. 
Description of Balham: lively, young.  



00:04:31 Discussion about things for older people to do in the area: Balham (Golden Years) 
book group, over 50s society. Comments that there is a lot to do in London, generally. 
Mentions Kill Me Now at the Park Theatre. Mentions Hay and Edinburgh festivals and 
comments that you can do things like that all the time in London. 

00:06:28 Discussion about libraries. Story about London Library: private, annual fee. 
Comments that he tries to use Balham library regularly but that books are easily 
available these days. Description of Balham library: study area extremely busy at 
certain times of the year, not enough space. Description of Brixton library: large table 
to study at. Mentions Hammersmith library, Public Trust office library. Comments that 
he spent lunchtimes there studying or reading for a concentrated period. Mentions he 
is learning to read music. Comments that you can be undisturbed for a number of 
hours in the library.  

00:11:43 Discussion about remembering visual spaces, libraries. Comments that he feels at 
home in a library anywhere in the world. Remarks that he used to take books to read 
at the pub, read if waiting for people. Discussion about associating certain books with 
certain places. Mentions Mary Poppins, John Bunyan and History and Music books: 
can remember where they were located in the library. Comments on smell of new 
books and remembering where he was when he read them. Anecdote about reading 
J.R R Tolkein, The Hobbit in bed whilst it was still light.  Mentions Anthony Trollope. 
Mentions reading Robert Graves, I, Claudius early in the morning when no-one else 
was awake. Comments that you are always turning your life around as an adolescent. 
Anecdote about climbing out of the window and going for walks early in the morning. 
Remarks on having a torch and reading under the bedcovers: would read from the 
light on the landing when lights were turned out. 

00:17:39 Discussion about self-improvement. Comments that his success at school declined. 
Discussion about role models: a group of friends who became priests. Anecdote 
about collecting brochures at a careers fair. Comments that he wanted to be 
academic but had difficulty concentrating. Brief discussion about Carl Jung, 
Memories, Dreams, Reflections. Mentions Sigmund Freud. Comments that KC was 
very easily diverted, though wanted to do well.  

00:24:00 Discussion about occupation: manager of technical staff for twenty five years. 
Comments that he was unemployed in the 1980s before undertaking a 
correspondence course. Description of day to day work. Remarks on remembering 
when there was only one type of computer, young people joining the company after 
the year 2000.  

00:27:31 Discussion about sisters. Comments that older sister, Mary, used to read a lot. 
Remarks that she was an inspiration but not main motivation for his reading. 
Mentions reading their comics and magazines. Mentions Bunty, Judy, The Four 
Marys. Mentions being interested in American comics: Batman, Spiderman, 
Superman, Supergirl. Remarks that he does not remember his sisters being 
interested in his comics. Mentions Jackie. Mentions Anthony Buckeridge, Jennings 
series. Mentions Enid Blyton. Mentions Frank Richards, Billy Bunter series. Anecdote 
about letters in Jackie magazine. Comments that they did not have the same sort of 
thing for boys. Mentions Marcus Morris, Eagle series.  

00:33:32 Discussion about favourite comic book characters. Mentions Roy of the Rovers. Brief 
description of Arthur Tibb character: poor boy who became good at football. 
Discussion about Spiderman comics: had from the beginning, remembers smell and 
feel of new comics, sensual impression. Comments on having a big pile of comics 
which he would swap with friends. 

00:36:08 Discussion about parents’ reading habits. Comments that father read books, 
particularly after retirement, but newspapers before that. Mentions Daily Mirror and 
Birmingham Evening Mail. Comments that mother would read magazines as well as 
books about the Catholic church. Mentions Flann O’Brien. Mentions Charles Dickens: 
father talked about him but KC never saw him reading any books by him. Comments 
that when his parents were younger, they did not have books at home: likely because 
they could not afford them. Remarks that his father liked to read current affairs and 
watch films on video. Mentions Robert Tressell, The Ragged Trousered 
Philanthropists. Description of his father: builder, left-wing. Comments that it was a 
political household: Northern Ireland, working-class politics, Russia.  



00:42:08 Discussion about The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists: simple, convincing story. 
Comments that he first read it at University, and it came at a relevant time. Story 
about meeting Tony Benn: signing copy of Arguments for Socialism. Comments that 
friends would spend a lot of time in pubs talking about socialism and books they had 
read. Mentions Dominic Sandbrook. Comments that in the 1970s, it felt clear what 
side you should be on: capitalism was about greed and socialism was about justice 
for all. Remarks that his sister Mary was more politically active, though KC did attend 
marches. Remarks that sister was a strong feminist.  

00:46:55 Discussion about the Labour party: KC did not recognise the party as the same one 
his parents supported when members tried to push it further left. Anecdote about 
friend saying KC sat on the fence. Comments that his sister has spent all of her life 
devoted to her strong ideas and opinions but that the conversation has changed now.  

00:49:23 Brief plot description of Dark Legend: psychological thriller. Comments on finding it on 
a shelf in the house. Remarks that there were only a few books in the house including 
a medical dictionary and Catholic dictionary. Anecdote about studying the medical 
dictionary. Discussion about stories where characters turn out to have psychological 
anomalies. Brief discussion about Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre: given to mother by a 
cousin. Comments that his cousin was a single woman and may have been more 
interested to read it. Remarks that it was a thick book, and he enjoyed reading it. Plot 
description of Jane Eyre: young woman on her own, struggling against cruel people, 
becomes governess in house and falls for romantic hero who becomes disabled and 
she has to care for him. Mentions Emily Brontë ,Wuthering Heights. Remarks on 
reading Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol every year. Comments that it is a 
ritualistic thing which you feel like you should do. Mentions Keith Waterhouse column 
on re-reading W. Somerset Maugham’s short stories every year. Comments that W. 
Somerset Maugham wrote stories with a beginning, middle and an end and still 
surprised you. Remarks that is the kind of way KC always wanted to write.  

00:59:05  Further discussion about W. Somerset Maugham. Plot description of The Painted 
Veil: doctor who works in the colonies, marries a woman who has an affair, goes to 
work in China where Ebola virus is prevalent. Comments that W. Somerset Maugham 
writes simple stories you wish you could have written. Brief plot description of The 
Verger: vicar who is fired for not being able to read or write sets up a tobacconist. 

01:01:51 Further discussion about short stories. Comments about Ernest Hemingway: writes 
sparse prose which you are expected to follow. Mentions Alison Wassell. Discussion 
about attempting to enter short story competitions online.  

01:05:44 Reflection on list of books mentioned in first interview session. Comments that he 
keeps a list of books that he reads. Comments on Jane Austen, Emma: someone to 
guide her reading which KC does not have. Remarks that male friends do not seem 
to read as much as partner’s female friends do. Comments that items on the list 
reflect books read in teenage years and are not necessarily books he would read 
now. Mentions Anthony Trollope, George Eliot. Comments on reading William 
Makepeace Thackeray, The History of Pendennis on holiday in Greece. Remarks that 
as a child he would have up to twelve books on the go. Discussion about Jane 
Austen. Comments that re-reading her books is like meeting interesting people over 
again and learning something new. Mentions Pride and Prejudice TV adaptation. 
Brief plot description of Sense and Sensibility. Comments on relatability of situations 
characters are in. Comments Jane Austen stories have a more cerebral than 
emotional impact. Mentions Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol. Mentions Anthony 
Trollope. Discussion about why it is important to read books. Brief plot description of 
Jane Austen, Emma. Comments that Jane Austen outlines ways in which people 
should and should not behave and you can learn from that. Remarks that it would not 
be of any use if it was not translatable to the modern day. Mentions William 
Shakespeare, Henry IV. Comments on Richard Ford, Canada: recognising things 

which are true.  

 
 
 
 
 



01:19:06 Discussion about reading as escapism. Mentions Dylan Thomas. Comments that KC 
would sometimes read something outside of his taste just to see what other people 
are enjoying. Mentions Cormac McCarthy, The Road. Remarks on sister’s interest in 
speculative fiction. Story about writing an essay on Joseph Conrad, The Secret 
Sharer. Brief plot description of The Secret Sharer: protagonist invites suicidal man 
on board his ship. Brief discussion about Joseph Conrad, The Secret Agent: selected 
for the book group, had thought it would promote discussion about terrorism in 
London. Brief plot description of The Secret Agent.  Discussion about formula of 
thriller genre. Comments that when authors set out to write a book, they presumably 
have something they feel is important to convey.   

01:28:21 Further discussion about taste in books. Discussion about density of stories. 
Mentions Jean-Paul Sartre. Comments on feeling depressed after reading Nausea. 
Comments on reading particular genres to feel more intelligent.  Mentions Phillip 
Roth. Comments on not enjoying Hilary Mantel, Wolf Hall, despite reading it twice. 
Story about teacher at grammar school believing in the importance of literature. 
Discussion about James Joyce, Ulysses. Discussion about J.K Rowling, Harry Potter 
series. Mentions Jodi Picoult. Discussion about subjectivity of books: Amazon 
reviews, Booker prize. Discussion about what makes a book a worthy award 
nominee. Mentions Terry Pratchett. 

01:39:37 Discussion about Ian McEwan, First Love Last Rites: shocking stories about incest, 
rat, death of child. Comments about Martin Amis: writing about grotesque characters. 
Remarks that the uncomfortableness of the novels resonated with KC at the time he 
read them, during adolescence. Mentions The Rachel Papers: teenage male fantasy.  
Comments that it felt like they were living on the same street at KC and writing about 
people he saw when he went out. Discussion about judgement in novels: nineteenth 
century literature extremely judgemental but more contemporary texts blur lines of 
what is right and wrong. Mentions strong religious background and was interested to 
read writers not affected by that background. Mentions Ian McEwan, The Children 
Act.  

01:47:30 Discussion about books about cowboys. Comments that those books were escapism: 
transformed, as a child, to the scene. Mentions John Buchan, The 39 Steps and 
Greenmantle. Comments that he would not have thought too much about the social 
aspects of the novel but was immersed in the adventure. Mentions Robert Louis 
Stevenson, Kidnapped. Mentions J. Meade Falkner, Moonfleet. Comments on feeling 
right there with the characters in adventure novels, but not experiencing the same 
feeling later in life. Remarks on feeling immersed in Richard Ford, Canada. 
Comments on imagination being carried away with adventure stories as a child: feel 
like you are waking up when you look up from the book. Discussion about mechanics 
of storytelling: authors are writing to generate a response from reader and sometimes 
it work and sometimes it does not.  

01:55:09 Discussion about William Hope Hodgson, The House on the Borderland. Comments 
about psychological process when reading it.  Plot description of Colin Wilson, The 
Outsider: about everything – humans, philosophy. Further discussion about 
relatability of stories. Description of moving on from a story you are affected by. 
Discussion about The Pan Book of Horror series: read all of them, appealed to taste 
as a child, pure entertainment. Mentions going to Ireland as a child and being told 
horror stories by grandparents: mysterious dogs, women in white. Plot description of 
a story about a woman who suspects her husband is a vampire. Mentions film 
adaptation of story. Mentions Twilight Zone and .Comments about Roald Dahl, Tales 
of the Unexpected. Comments that he will often try and guess what the twist in a 
story will be. Further discussion about Alison Wassell. Plot description of Russell 
Thorndike, Doctor Syn series. Comments that there is a territory of literature which he 
appreciates and it does not include Stephen King, Georgette Heyer. Mentions 
Baroness Emma Orczy. Description of scene in Alexander Dumas, The Three 
Musketeers. Comments that it taught him how to leave home and move on from 
parents influence.  

02:12:05 Discussion about parents’ influence. Discussion about generation gap between 
parents and children. Mentions Desmond Morris, The Naked Ape. Story about 
returning to Ireland when grown up: father commented that KC would not popular if 
he lay down in a field and read a book.  



02:15:18 Comments on Alain-Fournier, Le Grand Meaulnes: listened to on Radio 4, Book at 
Bedtime. Remarks on re-reading and feeling as though it were adolescent. 
Comments that some authors can be read forever: The Brontë sisters, George Eliot, 
Charles Dickens, Jane Austen. Mentions Philip Roth, Fyodor Dostoyevsky. Mentions 
Ivan Turgenev, Father and Sons.  

02:17:12  Discussion about keeping book journal: writes down title, author and sometimes 
review. Comments that it is often difficult to remember what you have read. Mentions 
Mikhail Bulgakov, The Master and the Margarita. Discussion about why books read in 
adolescence stays with you. Mentions Jane Austen. Mentions George Eliot, Adam 
Bede. Mentions Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D’urbervilles.  

02:20:38 Discussion about settings in a book. Commented that he did not particularly have a 
sense of place when reading as an adolescent. Description of a sophisticated, trained 
reader who would try hard to appreciate a novel and would not take to Amazon to 
leave a bad review. Commented on thinking more nowadays about only having a 
short amount of time left to read, and why it is important. Remarks of having tried to 
read a book on literary theory to make sense of it all. 

02:24:56 Mentions George Eliot, Middlemarch. Comments on his appreciation of Jane Austen 
and that she should not be considered exclusively for women. Plot description of 
Middlemarch: reality, unconventional romance. Mentions Adam Bede. Comments that 
he will re-read Middlemarch. Comments that his ideal book is about character, and 
what is going on in the world; politics, economic, debate. Mentions George Bernard 
Shaw plays.  Remarks that he will suggest George Eliot for the reading group.  

 

 
 02:29:55 [End of Session Two] [END OF INTERVIEW] 
 


